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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we give decomposition formulas of tensor products and
restriction rules of the spinor representations and the difference characters
of SO(2n) which did not appear in our previous treatment. In order to
state the main theorems in this paper (Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.4) we
have prepared a few notations. (As for the parametrizations of representations,
see Sections 2 and 3.)





i ). Therefore if *=(12+$1 , 12+$2 , ..., 12+$n)
and $=($1 , $2 , ..., $n) is a partition, we denote this irreducible character by
*Spin(2n+1)=[2, $]Spin(2n+1) .
Also for Spin(2n), if we put
2+=(12, 12, ..., 12)Spin(2n)
and
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Here we put 2$=2+&2& } and if *=(12+$1 , 12+$2 , ..., 12+$n) with
a partition $=($1 , $2 , ..., $n), let us denote
* (+)Spin(2n)=[2, $]Spin(2n)
=(12+$1 , 12+$2 , ..., 12+$n)Spin(2n)
+(12+$1 , 12+$2 , ..., &12&$n)Spin(2n)
and
*(&)Spin(2n)=[2$, $]Spin(2n)
=(12+$1 , 12+$2 , ..., 12+$n)Spin(2n)
&(12+$1 , 12+$2 , ..., &12&$n)Spin(2n) .
Then we introduce the actual structure constant of type Bn and Cn .
Let nB*+, & denote the multiplicity of *SO(2n+1) in the irreducible decom-
position of the tensor product +SO(2n+1)&SO(2n+1) and nC *+, & denote the









nC *+, &*Sp(2n) .
From the description of the specialization homomorphisms in Section 9
and Theorem 7.6, we can calculate these structure constants explicitly.
Then we state the decomposition formulas of the tensor products.
Theorem 1.2. (Decomposition of Tensor Products).
[2, $]Spin(2n+1) +SO(2n+1)= :
+& : vertical strip
&, *
nC *&, $[2, *]Spin(2n+1) (1.2.1)
[2$, $]Spin(2n) +O(2n)= :
+& : vertical strip
&, *
(&1) |+&| nB*&, $[2$, *]Spin(2n) (1.2.2)
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[2, $]Spin(2n) +0(2n)
= :
+& : vertical strip
&, *
(&1) |&|+|$|+|*| nB*&, $[2, *]Spin(2n) (1.2.3)
[2, $]Spin(2n+1) [2, +]Spin(2n+1)= :
l (})n
}, *
}* : vertical strip
nC *+, $}SO(2n+1) (1.2.4)




}* : vertical strip
(&1) |*|+|$|+|+| nB*+, $}
(+)
SO(2n) (1.2.5)








[2$, $]Spin(2n) [2, +]Spin(2n)
= :
+’ : vertical strip
!, ’, *
$! : vertical strip
(&1) |+’| nC *!, ’(*1+1, *2+1, ..., *n+1)
(&)
SO(2n) (1.2.7)
If l (*)=n and all the *i ’s are positive integers, we have the following:
* (&)SO(2n)+O(2n) = :
&! : vertical strip
&, !, $
+& : vertical strip
(&1) |&!| nC $!, (*&(1n))($+(1
n)) (&)SO(2n) , (1.2.8)
where *&(1n)=(*1&1, *2&1, ..., *n&1) and $+(1n)=($1+1, $2+1, ...,
$n+1).






nC $(*&(1n)), (+&(1n)) :
= i=0 or 1
}=$+2(=1, =2, ..., =n)
(&1)n+
n
i = 1 = i } (+)SO(2n)
(1.2.9)
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Next we state restriction rules between spin characters and difference
characters. We define the branching coefficients n, kSC *&, + ,
n, kSCB*&, + and
n, kSB*&, + as follows.
Definition 1.3.
*Sp(2n)(x1 , x2 , ..., xk , xk+1 , ..., xn),
= :
+, &
n, kSC *&, +&Sp(2k)(x1 , x2 , ..., xk) +Sp(2n&2k)(xk+1, ..., xn) (1.3.1)
*Sp(2n)(x1 , x2 , ..., xk , xk+1 , ..., xn)
= :
+, &
n, kSCB*&, +&Sp(2k)(x1 , x2 , ..., xk) +SO(2n&2k+1)(xk+1 , ..., xn) (1.3.2)
*SO(2n+1)(x1 , x2 , ..., xk , xk+1 , ..., xn)
= :
+, &
n, kSB*&, +&SO(2k+1)(x1 , x2 , ..., xk) +SO(2n&2k+1)(xk+1 , ..., xn) (1.3.3)
Since Lemma 11.1 and the description of the specialization homo-
morphism in Section 9, these coefficients can be calculated easily. Now we
can state restriction rules.
Theorem 1.4. (Restriction Rules). If l (*)=n, l ($)=n and all the *i ’s
and $i ’s are positive integers, we have the following.
*(&)Spin(2n) a Spin(2k)_Spin(2n&2k)
=* (&)SO(2n) a SO(2k)_SO(2n&2k)
= :
+, &
n, kSC (*&(1n))&, + (&+(1
k)) (&)SO(2k) (++(1
n&k)) (&)SO(2n&2k) . (1.4.1)
[2, $]Spin(2n+1) a Spin(2k)_Spin(2n&2k+1)
= :
+, &
(&1) |$|+|&|+|+| n, kSCB$&, +[2, &]Spin(2k) [2, +]Spin(2n&2k+1) . (1.4.2)
[2, $]Spin(2n) a Spin(2k)_Spin(2n&2k)
= :
+, &
(&1) |$|+|&|+|+| n, kSB$&, +[2, &]Spin(2k) [2, +]Spin(2n&2k) . (1.4.3)
[2$, $]Spin(2n) a Spin(2k)_Spin(2n&k)
= :
+, &
n, kSB$&, +[2$, &]Spin(2k) [2$, +]Spin(2n&2k) . (1.4.4)
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Proofs of these theorems, are given in Section 10 and Section 11,
respectively. Compared with our previous ones, there are no universal
characters in this case, but the notion of the universal characters works still
effectively in this case.
First let us recall the character formulas and the JacobiTrudi type
formulas for the classical groups and the definitions of the universal characters
and the specialization homomorphisms.
2. PARAMETRIZATION OF THE IRREDUCIBLE
REPRESENTATIONS
We take a symmetric matrix S and an alternating matrix J which define
the orthogonal group and the symplectic group respectively as follows.
0 0 0 } } } 0 0 1
0 0 0 } } } 0 1 0
0 0 0 } } } 1 0 0
S= 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 } } } 0 0
0 1 0 } } } 0 0 0
1 0 0 } } } 0 0 0
0 0 0 } } } 0 0 1
0 0 0 } } } 0 1 0
0 0 0 } } } 1 0 0
J= 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0 .
0 0 &1 0 } } } 0 0
0 &1 0 } } } 0 0 0
&1 0 0 } } } 0 0 0
Then we define (the conjugate of) the orthogonal group as
O(n, C)=[g # GL(n) ; gStg=S]
and its Lie algebra is
so(n, C)=[X # M(n, C); XS+S tX=0].
Also we can define the symplectic groups as
Sp(2n, C)=[g # GL(2n, C); gJtg=J].
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Then as a maximal torus of each of the above groups, we can take the inter-
section of it and the diagonal matrices. Let =i be a homomorphism from the
Lie algebra of the above maximal torus (Cartan subalgebra) to C defined by
taking the (i, i) th component of the diagonal matrices. So we write down the
Cartan subalgebra and =i ’s for each classical group.
An&1 Type: A Cartan subalgebra of GL(n) and =i ’s are given by
h=[H=diag(h1 , h2 , h3 , ..., hn) : hi # C],
where diag(h1 , h2 , h3 , ..., hn) denotes the diagonal matrix whose (i, i) th com-
ponent is hi and =i (H)=hi .
Bn Type: A Cartan subalgebra of SO(2n+1) and =i ’s are given by
h=[H=diag(h1 , h2 , h3 , ..., hn , 0, &hn , ..., &h2 , &h1) : hi # C]
and =i (H)=hi .
Cn Type: A Cartan subalgebra of Sp(2n) and =i ’s are given by
h=[H=diag(h1 , h2 , h3 , ..., hn , &hn , ..., &h2 , &h1): hi # C]
and =i (H)=hi .
Dn Type: A Cartan subalgebra of SO(2n) and =i ’s are given by
h=[H=diag(h1 , h2 , h3 , ..., hn , &hn , ..., &h2 , &h1): hi # C]
and =i (H)=hi .
The set P+ of dominant integral weights for each classical group is given as
follows.
The dominant integral weights of An&1 Type. The dominant integral
weights of GL(n) are given by
P+=[*=*1=1+*2=2+ } } } +*n=n ; *i # Z, *1*2*3 } } } *n].
In particular the irreducible polynomial representations are parametrized
by the subset of P+ with the condition that *n e0. So we denote the
irreducible character corresponding to *=(*1 , *2 , ..., *n) with *n e0 by
s*(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)=*GL(n)(x1 , x2 , ..., xn), where xi denotes the variable of the
(i, i) th component of the diagonal matrices. These functions are called Schur
functions. Also the dominant integral weights of SL(n) are given by
[*1=1+*2=2+ } } } +*n=n ; *i # Z, *1*2*2 } } } *n](=1+=2+ } } } +=n).
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The dominant integral weights of Bn Type. The dominant integral
weights of Spin(2n+1) are
P+=[*1=1+*2=2+ } } } +*n =n ; *1*2 } } } *n0].
Here all the *i ’s are integers or half-integers (namely 12+Z) simultaneously.
The set of the dominant integral weights of SO(2n+1) is the subset of the
above defined by the condition that all the *i ’s are integers. We denote
the corresponding character by *Spin(2n+1)(x). For simplicity we write x for
x1 , ..., xn and xi denotes the variable of the (i, i) th component of the
diagonal matrices. Particularly if all the *i ’s are integers, the corresponding
irreducible representation comes from that of SO(2n+1), we also write
*SO(2n+1)(x) instead of *Spin(2n+1)(x).
The dominant integral weights of Cn Type. The dominant integral
weights of Sp(2n) are
P+=[*1=1+*2=2+ } } } +*n =n ; *i # Z, *1*2 } } } *n&1*n0].
We denote the corresponding irreducible character by *Sp(2n)(x).
The dominant integral weights of Dn Type. The dominant integral
weights of Spin(2n) are
P+=[*1=1+*2=2+ } } } +*n =n ; *1*2 } } } *n&1|*n |0].
Here all the *i ’s are integers or half-integers (namely 12+Z) simultaneously.
The set of the dominant integral weights of SO(2n) is the subset of the
above defined by the condition that all the *i ’s are integers. We denote the
corresponding character by *Spin(2n)(x). If all the *i ’s are integers, the
corresponding irreducible representation comes from that of SO(2n+1),
we also write *SO(2n)(x) instead of *Spin(2n)(x).
3. CHARACTER FORMULAS OF THE CLASSICAL GROUPS
Let us recall the character formulas of H. Weyl.
Theorem 3.1 ([We] (Weyl)).
*Spin(2n+1)(x)
=
|xl1&x&l1 , xl2&x&l2 , ..., xln&xln |
|x(2n&1)2&x&(2n&1)2, x(2n&3)2&x&(2n&3)2, ..., x12&x&12|
,
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where l1=*1+(2n&1)2, l2=*2+(2n&3)2, l3=*3+(2n&5)2, ...,
ln=*n+12, and ni=1 *i=i is a highest weight of Spin(2n+1).
Here |xk 1&x&k1, xk2&x&k2, ..., xk n&x&k n| denotes the determinant of
the matrix whose (i, j) th component is given by xk ji &x
&k j
i .
Theorem 3.2 ([We] (Weyl)).
*Sp(2n)(x)=
|xl1&x&l1 , xl2&x&l2 , ..., xln&x&ln |
|xn&x&n, xn&1&x&n+1, ..., x&x&1|
,
where l1=*1+n, l2=*2+n&1, l3=*3+n&2, ..., ln=*n+1 and
ni=1 *i =i is a highest weight of Sp(2n).
For the type Dn we first define the sum character * (+)Spin(2n) and difference
character * (&)Spin(2n) as follows.
Definition 3.3. For a dominant integral weight *=ni=1 *i =i with
*ne0, we define
* (+)Spin(2n)=(*1 , *2 , ..., *n)Spin(2n)+(*1 , *2 , ..., &*n)Spin(2n) ,
and
* (&)Spin(2n)=(*1 , *2 , ..., *n)Spin(2n)&(*1 , *2 , ..., &*n)Spin(2n) .




Theorem 3.4 ([We] (Weyl)).
* (+)Spin(2n)(x)=
|xl1+x&l1 , xl2+x&l2 , ..., xln+x&ln |
|xn&1+x&(n&1), xn&2+x&(n&2), ..., x+x&1, 1|
,
where l1=*1+n&1, l2=*2+n&2, l3=*3+n&3, ..., ln=*n and
ni=1 *i =i is a highest weight of Spin(2n).
Remark 3.5. Also imitating the calculation from which the character
formulas follow, we can show
* (&)Spin(2n)(x)=
|xl1&x&l1 , xl2&x&l2 , ..., xln & 1&x&ln & 1 , xln&x&ln |
|xn&1+x&(n&1), xn&2+x&(n&2), ..., x+x&1, 1|
,
where li ’s are the same as above.
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If all the *i ’s are integers in the above, we also write * (\)SO(2n) instead of
*(\)Spin(2n) as before.
Treating the cases of type Bn , Dn simultaneously, we introduce some
notations.
Definition 3.6. (Definition of *O(n)).
(i) If all the *i ’s are integers for the type Bn , we denote *O(2n+1)=
*SO(2n+1) .
(ii) If *n=0 for the type Dn , we denote *O(2n)=*SO(2n) .
(iii) If *n {0 for the type Dn and all the *i ’s are integers, we denote
*O(2n)(x)=* (+)SO(2n)(x)
These characters are obtained by restricting the irreducible characters of
O(N, C) to SO(N, C).
The character rings of SO(2n+1), O(2n+1), Sp(2n) and O(2n) are all
the same and if we denote the character rings of them by R=R(SO(2n+1))
=R(O(2n+1))=R(Sp(2n))=R(O(2n)) respectively, we have
R=Z[x\11 , x
\1




Here Wn=W(Bn)=W(Cn) is the Weyl group of type Bn (=the Weyl
group of type Cn) and this group is generated by the transpositions of n
variables xi ’s and the involution defined by transforming xn into x&1n and
by fixing the other variables. As Z-free bases of R, we can take








The character ring of SO(2n) is given by
R(SO(2n))=Z[x\11 , x
\2




and R is a subring of this ring. Also the character rings of Spin(2n+1) and
Spin(2n) are given by
R(Spin(2n+1))=Z[x\121 , x
\12
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4. JACOBITRUDI TYPE FORMULAS
GL(n) acts on Cn naturally, so acts on its r th symmetric product Sr(Cn).
We denote the character of this representation by hr(x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xn) and
call it the complete symmetric function of degree r. Using the generating









hr(x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xn) zr.
Similarly GL(n) acts on r th exterior product r Cn and we denote the
character by er(x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xn) and call it the elementary symmetric












h* 1 h*1+1 h* 1+2 } } } h*1+(n&1)
}
h*2&1 h*2 h* 2+1 } } } h*2+(n&2)
h*3&2 h*3&1 h*3 } } } h*3+(n&3)
b b b } } } b
h*n&1&(n&2) h* n&1&(n&3) h* n&1&(n&4) } } } h*n&1+1
h* n&(n&1) h*n&(n&2) h*n&(n&3) } } } h*n
To simplify the notation we write the above determinant as follows.
We put **=(*1 , *2&1, *3&2, ..., *n&(n&1)) and denote the above
determinant by
*GL(n)=|h** , h**+(1n) , h**+2(1n) , ..., h**+(n&1)(1n) |,
where h**+k(1n) denotes the k+1th column vector and **+k(1n)=(*1+k,
*2&1+k, *3&2+k, ..., *n&(n&1)+k) and the numbers here denote the
suffices of h in the corresponding column.
From now on, we denote by the same notation hi , ei the characters of
the classical groups obtained by restricting the irreducible representations
hi , ei of GL(N) (N=2n or N=2n+1) to them.
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Theorem 4.2 ([We] (Weyl)).
h* 1 h* 1+1+h*1&1 } } } h*1+(n&1)+h* 1&(n&1)
h* 2&1 h* 2+h*2&2 } } } h*2+(n&2)+h*2&n
*Sp(2n)= } h* 3&2 h* 3&1+h*3&3 } } } h*3+(n&3)+h*3&(n+1) } .b b } } } bh*n&(n&1) h* n&(n&2)+h*n&n } } } h*n+h*n&(2n&2)
We denote this matrix by
*Sp(2n)=|h** , h**+(1n)+h**&(1n) , ..., h**+(n&1)(1n)+h**&(n&1)(1n) |,
where h**+k(1n)+h**&k(1n) denotes k+1th column of the above determinant
and its i th component (namely (i, k+1)th component of the matrix) is
given by h*i&(i&1)+k+h* i&(i&1)&k .
Theorem 4.3 ([We] (Weyl)).
h*1&h*1&2 h*1+1&h*1&3 } } } h*1+(n&1)&h*1&(n+1)
h*2&1&h*2&3 h*2&h*2&4 } } } h*2+(n&2)&h*2&(n+2)
*O(n)= } h*3&2&h*3&4 h*3&1&h*3&5 } } } h*3+(n&3)&h*3&(n+3)} .b b } } } b
h*n&(n&1)&h*n(n+1) h*n(n&2)&h*n&(n+2) } } } h*n+h*n&2n
Using the same notation as above, we denote this matrix by
*O(n)=|h**&h**&2(1n) , h**+(1n)&h**&3(1n) , ..., h**+(n&1)(1n)&h**&(n+1)(1n) |.
Remark 4.4. We note that if the length of * is l (*)=l, the above
determinant is equal to its l_l principal minor from the definition.
5. LITTLEWOOD’S FORMULAS AND SOME OTHER FORMULAS
Let us recall the following Littlewood’s formulas.
Theorem 5.1. ([KT1], [KT2], [M], Littlewood’s formulas).
>1EiEjEn (1&zi zj)
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>1Ei< jEn (1&zizj)
























_ : self conjugate
(&1)( |_|+r)2 _GL(n)(z), (5.1.5)

















(&1) |:| 1(:)GL(n) (z), (5.1.8)
Using Frobenius’s symbol, 1(:) denotes the partition
1(:)=(:1&1, :2&1, ..., :r&1 | :1 , :2 , ..., :r)






(&1)|:| 1(:)$GL(n) (z). (5.1.9)
Proof. As for (5.1.1), (5.1.2), (5.1.3), see [KT1] and [KT2] and as for
(5.1.4), (5.1.5), (5.1.6), (5.1.7), (5.1.8), (5.1.9), see [M]. K
From the above formulas, we have
Theorem 5.2. ([KT1], [KT2]). If l (*)En, we have
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Here LR*(2}), + denotes the LittlewoodRichardson coefficient and LR
*
&, + is
the multiplicity of *GL in the product of Schur functions &GL+GL . (See [M].)
Also we have
*GL(2n)(x1 , x2 , ..., xn , x&1n , x
&1




(&1) |}| LR*;, };SO(2n+1)(x).
(5.2.2)












(&1) |:| LR*1(:)$, ++GL(2n+1)(x1 , ..., xn , 1, x
&1







_ : self conjugate, ;
(&1)(|_|&r)2 LR*;, _;GL(2n)(x1 , ..., xn , x
&1






(&1) |:| LR*1(:), ++GL(x1 , ..., xn , x
&1





(&1) |:| LR*1(:)$, ++GL(2n)(x1 , ..., xn , x
&1




+& : vertical strip
*$+$&
*+ : vertical strip
(&1) |+&| &Sp (2n)(x). (5.2.9)
*Sp(2n)(x)= :
+& : horizontal strip
*$+$&
*+ : horizontal strip
(&1)|*+| &O(2n)(x). (5.2.10)
*SO(2n+1)(x)= :
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*Sp(2n)(x)= :
*+ : horizontal strip
*$+
(&1) |*+| +SO(2n+1)(x). (5.2.13)
*O(2n)(x)= :
*+ : vertical strip
*$+
(&1) |*+| +SO(2n+1)(x). (5.2.14)
Proof. Some of the above formulas ((5.2.1), (5.2.3), (5.2.4), (5.2.5),
(5.2.7), (5.2.8)) have been already shown in [KT1]. Since proofs of the
above formulas are almost similar, so we show some typical cases. Let us







If we take m=2n+1 and substitute yi=xi for iEn and yn+1=1 and
























Again if we use Littlewood’s formula (5.1.9), (5.1.7) and the Littlewood
Richardson rule, we have
:
l (*)En\ :&, 1(:) (&1)
|:| LR*&, 1(:)$&GL(n)(x1 , x2 , ..., xn , 1, x
&1
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l (*)En\:+, } LR
*
(2}), + +SO(2n+1)(x)+ *GL(n)(z).
Compared with the coefficients of *GL(n) in both sides, we have (5.2.1)
and (5.2.5). We show (5.2.2). From Littlewood’s formula (5.1.1), we have














(&1) |}| LR+}, *+GL(n)(z) *SO(2n+1)(x).







+GL(n)(z) +GL(2n)(x1 , x2 , ..., xn , x&1n , ..., x
&1
1 ).
Compared with the coefficient of +GL(n)(z), we have (5.2.2).


























+& : vertical strip
*$+$&
*+ : vertical strip
(&1)|+& | *GL(n)(z).
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So we have
*O(2n)(x)= :
+& : vertical strip
*$+$&
*+ : vertical strip
(&1) |+&| &Sp(2n)(x) .
Similarly we have
*Sp(2n)(x)= :
+& : horizontal strip
*$+$&
*+ : horizontal strip
(&1)|*+| &O(2n)(x).
















*+ : horizontal strip
*$+
(&1)*+ +SO(2n+1)(x).
The rest are almost the same and we omit proofs. K
Using these formulas we have the relation between the universal characters
of classical groups. Later we introduce a new class of universal characters
of type Bn . First we recall the definition of the universal character ring and
the universal characters.
6. UNIVERSAL CHARACTER RING
We define the universal character ring 4 as the projective limit of the
algebra of symmetric polynomials in n variables. ([M]) Namely
4= Z[x1 , x2 , ..., xn] Sn
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Here projective system is defined as follows. If m>n,
\m, n : Z[x1 , x2 , ..., xm] Sm  Z[x1 , x2 , ..., xn] Sn
and \m, n( f (x1 , x2 , ..., xm))= f (x1 , x2 , ..., xn , 0, 0, ..., 0)
hi (x)’s and ei (x)’s which were defined before have the projective limits in
















If we put the natural projection from 4 to Z[x1 , x2 , ..., xn] Sn by \n : 4 
Z[x1 , x2 , ..., xn] Sn, we have
\n(hi)=hi (x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xn), \n(ei)=ei (x1 , x2 , x3 , ..., xn).
Using the Remark 4.4, we can define the universal characters (Schur
functions) of the general linear groups as follows. ([M])
Definition 6.1. ([M] Definition of s*=*GL). If l (*)=l,
s*=*GL=|h** , h**+(1l) , h**+2(1l) , ..., h**+(l&1)(1l) |.
Then we have \n(s*)=s*(x1 , x2 , ..., xn) and these s* ’s give the projective
limit of Schur functions. For the other classical groups, we cannot define
directly the projective limit of the irreducible characters in 4. But using
JacobiTrudi identities (Theorem 4.2, Theorem 4.3), we can define the
competent characters in 4 ([KT1]). Similary using the Remark 4.4, we
define the universal characters of the symplectic groups and the orthogonal
groups as follows.
Definition 6.2. ([KT1] Definition of *Sp). If l (*)=l,
*Sp=|h** , h**+(1l)+h**&(1l) , ..., h**+(l&1)(1l)+h**&(l&1)(1l) |.
Definition 6.3. ([KT1] Definition of *O). If l (*)=l,
*O=|h**&h**&2(1l) , h**+(1l)&h**&3(1l) , ..., h**+(l&1)(1l)&h**&(l+1)(1l) |.
Then we define the algebra homomorphism from 4 to each of the character
ring R(SO(2n+1))=R(O(2n+1)), R(Sp(2n)), R(O(2n)) by composing
the natural projection from 4 to the character ring of the polynomial
representations of GL(N, C) (N=2n+1 or N=2n) by \N and then restriction
from GL(N, C) to each classical group.
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We denote these homomorphism by ?O(2n+1) , ?Sp(2n) , ?O(2n) and call
them the specialization homomorphisms. Namely ?O(2n+1) is defined by
?O(2n+1) : 4 ww
\2n+1 Z[x1 , x2 , ..., x2n+1]S2n+1
wwRes R(SO(2n+1))=Z[x\11 , x
\1




Here Res denotes the restriction of representations and in the character
ring, Res corresponds to the substitution xn+1=1, xn+i=(xn+2&i)&1
(i=2, 3, ..., n+1) and Wn denotes the Weyl group of type Bn (=the Weyl
group of Cn).
?Sp(2n) is defined by
?Sp(2n) : 4 ww
\2n Z[x1 , x2 , ..., x2n] S2n
wwRes R(Sp(2n))=Z[x\11 , x
\1




Also as before Res denotes the restriction of representations and in
the character ring, Res corresponds to the substitution xn+i=(xn+1&i)&1
(i=1, 2, ..., n).
?O(2n) is defined by
?O(2n) : 4 ww
\2n Z[x1 , x2 , ..., x2n] S2n
wwRes R(O(2n))=Z[x\11 , x
\1




Here Res also denotes the restriction of representations and in the
character ring, Res corresponds to the substitution xn+i=(xn+1&i)&1
(i=1, 2, ..., n). We note that ?O(2n)=?Sp(2n) . So we denote this homo-
morphism by ?2n=?O(2n)=?Sp(2n) and denote the specialization homo-
morphism of SO(2n+1) by ?2n+1=?O(2n+1) respectively.
From Definition 6.2 and Definition 6.3 and Remark 4.4, if l (*)En, we
have
?2n+1(*O)=*SO(2n+1) , ?2n(*Sp)=*Sp(2n) , ?2n(*O)=*O(2n) .
Important fact is that if l (*)>n, the images of the universal characters
under the specialization homomorphisms are still irreducible characters of
each classical group up to signs. Explicit descriptions will be given later.
We define other universal characters which give the irreducible characters
of SO(2n+1) under the same map ?2n .
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Let us recall (5.2.12).
*SO(2n+1)= :
*+ : vertical strip
*$+
+Sp(2n) .
Since Theorem 4.2, the right-hand side is equal to
|?2n(h**+h**&(1l)), ?2n(h**+(1l)+h**&(1l)+h**+h**&2(1l)), ...,
?2n(h**+(l&1)(1l)+h**&(l&1)(1l)+h**+(l&2)(1l)+h**&l (1l))|.
For, each row of the above is of the form
(h*i&i+1+h*i&i , h*i&i+2+h*i&i+h*i&i+1+h*i&i&1, ...,
h*i&i+l+h*i&i&l+2+h*i&i+l&1+h*i&i&l+1)
and this vector is written by the sum of
(h*i&i+1, h*i&i+2+h*i&i , h*i&i+3+h*i&i&1 , ..., h*i&i+l+h*i&i&l+2)
and
(h*i&i , h*i&i+1+h*i&i&1 , h*i&i+2+h*i&i&2 , ..., h*i&i+l&1+h*i&i&l+1),
and so we rewrite the above by using the multilinearity of the determinant.
We have the formula.
Using elementary transformation of columns, we have
*SO(2n+1) =|?2n(h**+h**&(1l)), ?2n(h**+(1l)+h**&2(1l)), ...,
?2n(h**+(l&1)(1l)+h**&l (1l))|.
So we can define another universal character of SO(2n+1) in 4 as follows.
Definition 6.4. (Definition of *Oodd). If l (*)=l,
*O odd=|h**+h**&(1l) , h**+(1l)+h**&2(1l) , ..., h**(l&1)(1l)+h**&l (1l) |.
Then if l (*)En, applying the specialization homomorphism ?2n=
?Sp(2n)=?O(2n) to *Oodd , we have
?2n(*O odd)=*SO(2n+1) .
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7. BASES IN 4 AND THEIR RELATIONS












(All these are Z free basis).
Proof. From the definition, 4 is a graded algebra and we already know
that [*GL=s*] is a homogeneous base of 4 ([M]). From the definition
of *Sp , *O , *O odd (Definition 6.2, Definition 6.3, Definition 6.4), if we
express them by the base [*GL], we have *Sp=*GL+lower degree terms
and *O=*GL+lower degree terms and *O odd =*GL+lower degree terms.
So if we introduce a suitable order in the partitions [*], these equations
can be written by upper unitriangular matrices and so each of [*Sp], [*0],
[*O odd] gives Z-free bases of 4. K
Next we consider the relations between the above bases.
Theorem 7.2. ([cf. KT1], Character Interrelation Theorem).
*GL= :
}, +
LR*(2}), ++O . (7.2.1)
*GL= :
}, +
LR*(2})$, ++Sp . (7.2.2)
*GL= :
}, ;
(&1) |}| LR*+, }+O odd . (7.2.3)
*O= :
:, +
(&1) |:| LR*1(:)$, ++GL . (7.2.4)
*Sp= :
:, +
(&1) |:| LR*1(:), + +GL . (7.2.5)
*O odd= :
_ : self conjugate
(&1)( |_|&r)2 LR*;, _;GL . (7.2.6)
*0= :
+& : vertical strip
*$+$&
*+ : vertical strip
(&1) |+&| &Sp . (7.2.7)
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*Sp= :
+& : horizontal strip
*$+$&
*+ horizontal strip
(&1)|*+| &O . (7.2.8)
*O odd= :




*+ : horizontal strip
*$+
(&1) |*+| +O odd . (7.2.10)
*O= :
*+ : vertical strip
*$+
(&1) |*+| +O odd . (7.2.11)
*O odd= :
*+ : horizontal strip
*$+
+O . (7.2.12)
Proof. (7.2.1), (7.2.2), (7.2.3), (7.2.4) are already shown in [KT1].
Proofs are almost same and so we show typical cases. 4 is a graded algebra
and [*Sp], [*O], [*O odd] are Z-free bases of 4. We can write down
*Sp=: a*, + +O .
Here a*, *=1 and a*, +=0 unless |+|<|*|. Applying the specialization
homomorphisms ?2n with a large n (it is enough that n is greater than |*|.),
we have
*Sp(2n)(x)=: a*, ++O(2n)(x).
Since the formula (5.2.10) in Theorem 5.2 and +O(2n) ’s (l (+)En) are
lineary independent, we have (7.2.8).
Also we write down
*O=: b*, ++O odd .
Again b*, *=1 and b*, +=0 unless |+|<|*|. Applying the specialization
homomorphism ?2n with a large n (it is enough that n is greater than |*|.),
we have
*O(2n)(x)=: b*, ++SO(2n+1)(x).
Since the formula (5.2.14) in Theorem 5.2 and +SO(2n+1) ’s (l (+)En) are
lineary independent, we have (7.2.11). The rest is almost same. K
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Theorem 7.3. ([KT1], [KT3], Separation of Variables).
*O(x, y)= :
+, ;
LR*;, &;GL(x) +O(y). (7.3.1)
*Sp(x, y)= :
+, ;
LR*;, +;GL(x) +Sp(y). (7.3.2)
*O odd (x, y)= :
+, ;
LR*;, +;GL(x) +O odd (y). (7.3.3)
Proof. Since (7.2.4), we have
*O(x, y)=:
:
(&1) |:| (*1(:)$)GL (x, y).
Here (*1(:)$)GL(x, y) is a skew Schur function and applying the variable
separation formulas (See [M].), we obtain (7.3.1). The rest is the same. K
Combined the above two theorems, we obtain restriction rules between
the classical groups. (See [KT1], [KT3].)
Next we discuss about the structure constant. As for the Schur function,




Here LR*+, & is the LittlewoodRichardson coefficient.
So we define the structure constants with respect to the bases [*Sp],







C *+, &*Sp .
(iii) +O odd&O odd=:
*
B odd*+, &*O .
From the definition, B odd*+, & is equal to B
*
+, & . Then we have the following.
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Namely the structure constants of the universal characters of the symplectic
groups and the orthogonal groups coincide.
Applying the specialization homomorphisms to Definition 7.4, we
obtain the decompositions of the tensor products of the two irreducible
representations SO(2n+1), Sp(2n) and O(2n) explicitly.
Theorem 7.6. ([KT1], [K2]).
+SO(2n+1) &SO(2n+1)=:






:, ;+ ?O(2n+1)(*O). (7.6.1)
+Sp(2n) &Sp(2n)=:






:, ;+ ?Sp(2n)(*Sp). (7.6.2)
+O(2n) &O(2n)=:






:, ;+ ?O(2n)(*O). (7.6.3)
8. DUALITY
Since hi ’s and ei ’s are algebraically independent, we can define an
algebra endomorphism | of 4 by
Definition 8.1.
|(hi)=ei , i=1, 2, 3, . . ..
Then we have





|(*O odd)=*$O odd . (8.2.4)
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Proof. (8.2.1) is shown in [M]. (8.2.2) and (8.2.3) are shown in [KT1].
So we show (8.2.4). Since (7.2.9) and the duality |(*Sp)=*$O , we have
|(*O odd)= :
*+ : vertical strip
*$+
+$O= :
*$+$ : horizontal strip
*$$+$
+$O=*$O odd . K
If we apply the | to the definitions of *O , *Sp , and *O odd , we obtain the
formulas which express the universal characters as the determinants of ei ’s.
Theorem 8.3. ([KT1]). If l (*$)=l, we have the following.
*O=|e*$* , e*$*+(1l)+e*$*&(1l) , ..., e*$*+(l&1)(1l)+e*$*&(l&1)(1l) |. (8.3.1)
*Sp=|e*$*&e*$*&2(1l) , e*$*+(1l)&e*$*&3(1l) , ...,
e*$*+(l&1)(1l)&e*$*&(l+1)(1l) |. (8.3.2)
*O odd=|e*$*+e*$*&(1l) , e*$*+(1l)+e*$*&2(1l) , ...,
e*$*+(l&1)(1l)+e*$*&l (1l) |. (8.3.3)
Proof. (8.3.1) and (8.3.2) is already shown in [KT1]. To obtain (8.3.3),
we only apply the | to the definition of *O odd . K
Applying the above to the specialization homomorphisms ?2n , and
?2n+1 , we obtain the formulas which express the irreducible characters
*SO(2n+1) , *Sp(2n) and *O(2n) by the determinants of ei ’s and also *SO(2n+1)
by the determinant of ei (x1 , x2 , ..., xn , x&1n , ..., x
&1
1 )’s. Using these formulas
we can write down the explicit image of the specialization homomorphisms.
9. SPECIALIZATION HOMOMORPHISM
In this section we determine the exact images ?2n+1(*O), ?2n(*Sp),
?2n(*O odd) explicitly if l (*)>n. (R. C. King called them modification rules.
([Ki1])) Here ?2n+1=?O(2n+1) and ?2n=?Sp(2n)=?O(2n) . As an algebra
homomorphism from 4 to each of the character rings, ?O(N) (N=2n+1 or
N=2n) and ?Sp(2n) satisfy the following exact sequence.
Theorem 9.1. ([KT1]). The followings are exact sequences.
0  (eN&i&ei) i # Z  4 ww
?O (N) R(O(N))  0 (9.1.1)
0  (e%2n+2&i+ei%) i # Z  4 ww
?Sp(2n) R(Sp(2n))  0 (9.1.2)
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Remark 9.2. Since R(SO(2n+1))=R(O(2n)), we have
0  (e2n&i&ei) i # Z  4 ww
?2n R(SO(2n+1))  0,
This is useful for the description of ?2n(*O odd).
Here ei%=ei&ei&2. Since Sp(2n) is defined as the group which fixes the
alternating form J of degree 2, ei is not an irreducible character of Sp(2n),
and e%i (iEn) becomes an irreducible character of Sp(2n).
Description of ?N(*O) (N=2n+1, or N=2n). We apply the specialization
homomorphism to the formula (8.3.1). Then each row of the determinant
which express ?N(*O) by ei ’s is of shape
ej=(ej , ej&1+ej+1 , ej&2+ej+2, ..., ej&(l&1)+ej+(l &1)).
for some j. If j>n, we rewrite this row by using ker (?N)=(eN&i&ei) i # Z ,
hence ej=eN& j . This determinant is determined by the suffices of the first
row, so we put *$=(*$1 , *$2 , *$3 , ..., *$r), (*$r>0) and define the sequence of
integers ;(*$) (we call this sequence ;-sequence of *$.) by
;(*$)=[*$1 , *$2&1, *$3&2, ..., *$r&(r&1), &r, &(r+1), . . .]
This is a one to one correspondence. If l (*)=*$1>n, we replace all the
integers j greater than n by N& j in the above ;-sequence. If the same
integer occurs more than once in the replaced sequence, then ?N(*O)=0
since the same row appears in the determinant twice. If all the integers are
different, then we arrange them by the decreasing order and denote the
signature of the transposition of this arrangement by =. Let us denote the
partition +$=(+$1 , +$2 , ..., +$s) whose ;-sequence is the resulting sequence
(namely ;(+$) is equal to the resulting sequence). And by + we denote the
transpose of +$. Then we have l (+)=+$1 En and
?N(*O)==+O(N) .
Example 9.3. (*$=(8, 6, 6, 3) and n=3). Let *$=(8, 6, 6, 3) and n=3,
the ;-sequence is ;((8, 6, 6, 3))=[8, 5, 4, 0, &4, &5, &6, . . .]. And j=
8, 5, 4 are greater than 3, so we replace them by 7& j and obtain the
sequence [&1, 2, 3, 0, &4, &5, . . .]. If we arrange them by the decreasing
order, we have [3, 2, 0, &1, &4, &5, . . .]. The signature of this transposi-
tion is ==(&1)4=1 since the inversion number is 4. Hence the partition
+$ whose ;-sequence is equal to the above is +$=(3, 3, 2, 2). Therefore we
have
?7((4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 1, 1)O)=(4, 4, 2)SO(7) .
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Description of ?2n(*Sp). In this subsection ei denotes the element in
R(Sp(2n)).
Using ei% ’s we rewrite the formula (8.3.2). Applying appropriate elementary
transformations of columns, we have
*Sp=|e%*$* , e%*$*+(1l)+e%*$*&(1l) , ..., e%*$*+(l&1)(1l)+e%*$*&(l&1)(1l) |.
Each row of this determinant is of the form
ej%=(ej% , e%j&1+e%j+1 , e%j&2e%j+2, ..., e%j&(l&1)+e%j+(l&1))
for some j. If we recall the kernel of ?Sp(2n) , we can replace ei% by e%2n+2&i
(i # Z). So we have ej%=&e%2n+2& j . In particular e%n+1=0. We define
;-sequence ;(*$) as before by
;(*$)=[*$1 , *$2&1, *$3&2, ..., *$r&(r&1), &r, &(r+1), . . .].
In the above if n+1 appears, ?Sp(2n)(*Sp)=0 since the corresponding row
becomes 0 vector. Otherwise, we replace all the j ’s greater than n+1 by
2n+2& j in the ;-sequence. Let us denote the number of the replacements
by k and put =1=(&1)k. If the same number occurs more than once in the
resulting sequence, ?2n(*Sp)=0 since the same row appears in the determi-
nant. If all the numbers are mutually different, we arrange them by the
decreasing order as before and denote the signature of the transposition by
=2 . By +$=(+$1 , +$2 , ..., +$s), we denote the partition whose ;-sequence is
equal to the resulting sequence and + denotes the transpose of +$. Then we
have l (+)=+$1 En and
?2n(*Sp)==1=2+Sp(2n) .
Example 9.4. (*$=(8, 6, 3, 2) and n=3). If *$=(8, 6, 3, 2) and n=3,
the ;-sequence is ;((8, 6, 3, 2))=[8, 5, 1, &1, &4, &5, &6, . . .]. Since
j=8, 5 are greater than 4, we replace them by 8& j. The resulting sequence
is [0, 3, 1, &1, &4, . . .]. So k=2 and =1=(&1)2=1. If we arrange them by
the decreasing order, we have [3, 1, 0, &1, &4, . . .] and the signature of
the transposition is =2=(&1)2=1 since the inversion number of this trans-
position is 2. The partition +$ whose ;-sequence is equal to the above is
+$=(3, 2, 2, 2). So we have
?Sp(6)((4, 4, 3, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1)O)=(4, 4, 1)Sp(6) .
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Description of ?2n(*O odd). In this subsection ei denotes the element in
R(Sp(2n)). From Remark 9.2, we have ?2n(e2n&i)=?2n(ei). If we apply ?2n
to (8.3.3), then each row of this determinant is of the shape
?2n(ej)=(?2n(ej+ej&1), ?2n(ej+1+ej&2), ..., ?2n(ej+l&1+ej&l)).
Since ?2n(e2n&i)=?2n(ei), we have
?2n(ej)=?2n(e2n& j+1).
We define ;-sequence ;(*$) as before by
;(*$)=[*$1 , *$2&1, *$3&2, ..., *$r&(r&1), &r, &(r+1), . . .].
If l (*)=*$1>n, we replace all the integers j greater than n by 2n+1& j in
the above ;-sequence. If the same integer occurs more than once in the
replaced sequence, then ?2n(*SO(2n+1))=0 since the same row appears in
the determinant twice. If all the integers are mutually different, then we
arrange them by the decreasing order and denote the signature of the trans-
position of this arrangement by =. By +$=(+$1 , +$2 , ..., +$s), let us denote the
partition whose ;-sequence is the resulting sequence (namely ;(+$) is equal
to the resulting sequence). And by + we denote the transpose of +$. Then
we have l (+)=+$1 En and
?2n(*O odd)==+SO(2n+1) .
10. SPIN REPRESENTATIONS AND DIFFERENCE CHARACTERS
In this section we prove one of the main theorem (Theorem 1.2) which
gives the decomposition formulas of tensor products of spin representations
and of difference characters of SO(2n). We first establish the relations
between the spin characters, difference characters and the other characters.








(xi&x&1i )(*1&1, *2&1, ..., *n&1)Sp(2n)(x). (10.1.1)
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i ) $Sp(2n)(x). (10.1.2)








$+ : vertical strip























i ) $SO(2n+1)(x). (10.1.6)
Proof. We first prove (10.1.1). Let us recall the character formulas








x* 1+n&2 j, :
* 2+n&2
j=1
x*2+n&1&2 j, ..., :
*n
j=1
x*n+1&2 j } .




On the other hand, *Sp(2n)(x) is given by
*Sp(2n)(x)=
|* 1+nj=1 x
* 1+n&(2 j&1), * 2+n&1j=1 x
*2+n&2 j, ..., *n+1j=1 x






Compared with the above, we have the (10.1.1). Next we show (10.1.2).
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and this is equal to the numerator of $Sp(2n) .









and we have the formula (10.1.2).
Next we show (10.1.5) and (10.1.6) first. Since
xk+12&x&k&12=(x12&x&12)(xk+xk&1+xk&2+ } } } +c&k+1+x&k),





























$1+n&1& j, 2$2+2n&4j=0 x
$2+n&2& j, ..., 2$nj=0 x
$n& j|
|xn&1+x&(n&1), xn&2+x&(n&2), ..., x+x&1, 1|
is equal to
:
$+ : vertical strip
+Sp(2n)(x)
by definition and we have (10.1.5).
From (5.2.12), we have (10.1.6).
Next we show (10.1.3) and (10.1.4).
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Since xk+12 + x&k&12 = ( x12 + x&12 ) ( xk&xk&1 + xk&2 & } } } &






i ) } :
2$1+2n&2
j=0




(&1) j x$2+n&2& j, ..., :
2$n
j=0
(&1) j x$n& j }
and if we put





j x$1+n&1& j, 2$2+2n&4j=0 (&1)
j x$2+n&2& j, ...,
2$nj=0 (&1)
j x$n& j| +
|xn&1+x&(n&1), xn&2+x&(n&2), ..., x+x&1, 1|
,
we have









|xn&1+x&(n&1), xn&2+x&(n&2), ..., t+x&1, 1|
.
Therefore we have
f (&x1 , &x2 , ..., &xn)=(&1) |$|_ :
$+ : vertical strip
+Sp(2n)(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)
=(&1) |$| $SO(2n+1)(x1 , x2 , ..., xn).
Since +Sp(2n)(&x1 , &x2 , ..., &xn)=(&1) |+| +Sp(2n)(x1 , x2 , ..., xn), we have
f (x1 , x2 , ..., xn)= :
$+ : vertical strip
(&1) |$+| +Sp(2n)(x1 , x2 , ..., xn).
So we have the lemma. K





i ). Therefore if *=(12+$1 , 12+$2 , ..., 12+$n)
and $=($1 , $2 , ..., $n) is a partition, let us denote the irreducible character
by *Spin(2n+1)=[2, $]Spin(2n+1) .
Also for Spin(2n), if we put
2+=(12, 12, ..., 12)Spin(2n) , 2&=(12, 12, ..., &12)Spin(2n) ,
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Here we put 2$=2+&2& } and let us denote * (+)Spin(2n)=[2, $]Spin(2n) and
*(&)Spin(2n)=[2$, $]Spin(2n) .


















2 (&1) |$| $SO(2n+1)(&x1 , &x2 , ..., &xn)
= :
l (})En











}$ : vertical strip






where =i=0 or 1
}=$+2(=1, =2, ..., =n),
(&1)n+
n
i=1 =i } (+)SO(2n)(x).
(10.2.4)
Here if }=$+2(=1 , =2 , ..., =n) is not a partition, } (+)SO(2n) is regarded as
follows. We consider the corresponding ;-sequence
;(})=[}1 , }2&1, }2 , ..., }n&(n&1), &n, . . .].
If these integers are not distinct, then } (+)SO(2n)=0. Otherwise, we arrange
them by the decreasing order and by +, we denote the partition which
corresponds to the resulting ;-sequence and by (&1)k we denote the
signature of the transposition corresponding to the above arrangement. Then
}(+)SO(2n)=(&1)
k + (+)SO(2n) .
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Proof. We prove (10.2.1). Let us recall the character formulas,






















n&i&2k denote the i th columns of the corresponding matrices









the denominator of the above is equal to
|xn&12&x&n+12, xn&32&x&n+32, ..., x12&x&12|
and this is equal to the denominator of the character formula of
type SO(2n+1). If we devide each column x*i+(n&i+1)+12&
x&*i&(n&i+1)&12+x*i+(n&i+1)&12&x&*i&(n&i+1)+12 of the numerator
into the sum of x*i+(n&i+1)+12&x&*i&(n&i+1)&12 and x*i+(n&i+1)&12&
x&*i&(n&i+1)+12, we obtain (10.2.1). We show (10.2.2). Since










i xi, n&2i=&(n&2) (&1)














|xn&1+x&(n&1), xn&2+x&(n&2), ..., x+x&1, 1|
.




i ) to the left side of the above and
recalling the character formula (Theorem 3.4), (10.2.2) follows from a
similar argument. The rest of the proof is almost same and we omit it. K
Let us recall the definition of nB*+, & and
nC *+, & .
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nC *+, &*Sp(2n) .
From the description of the specialization homomorphisms in Section 9
and Theorem 7.6, we can calculate these structure constants explicitly. In






Let us recall Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 1.2. (Decomposition of Tensor Products).
[2, $]Spin(2n+1) +SO(2n+1) = :
+& : vertical strip
&, *
nC *&, $[2, *]Spin(2n+1) (1.2.1)
[2$, $]Spin(2n) +O(2n)= :
+& : vertical strip
&, *
(&1) |+&| nB*&, $[2$, *]Spin(2n)
(1.2.2)
[2, $]Spin(2n) +O(2n)= :
+& : vertical strip
&, *
(&1) |&|+|$|+|*| nB*&, $[2, *]Spin(2n)
(1.2.3)
[2, $]Spin(2n+1) [2, +]Spin(2n+1)= :
l (})n
}, *
}* : vertical strip
nC *+, $ }SO(2n+1) (1.2.4)
[2, $]Spin(2n) [2, +]Spin(2n)= :
l (})n
}, *
}* : vertical strip




[2$, $]Spin(2n) [2$, +]Spin(2n)= :
l (})n
}, *





[2$, $]Spin(2n) [2, +]Spin(2n)
= :
+’ : vertical strip
!, ’, *
$! : vertical strip
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If l (*)=n and all the *i ’s are integers, we have the following:
* (&)SO(2n)+O(2n) = :
&! : vertical strip
&, !, $
+& : vertical strip
(&1) |&!| nC $!, (*&(1n))($+(1
n)) (&)SO(2n) , (1.2.8)
where *&(1n)=(*1&1, *2&1, ..., *n&1) and $+(1n)=($1+1, $2+1, ...,
$n+1).





nC $(*&(1n)), (+&(1n)) :
=i=0 or 1
}=$+2(=1, =2, ..., =n)
(&1)n+
n
i=1 =i } (+)SO(2n)
(1.2.9)
Proof. We show (1.2.1). Let us recall (5.2.12)
+SO(2n+1)= :





nC *&, $*Sp(2n) .
So we have (1.2.1). (1.2.2) follows easily from similar calculations. Next we
show (1.2.3). Since (&1) |+| +O(2n)(&x1 , &x2 , ..., &xn)=+O(2n)(x1 , x2 , ..., xn),
we have
+O(2n)(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)
=(&1) |+| :
+& : vertical strip
(&1) |+& | &SO(2n+1)(&x1 , &x2 , ..., &xn).
If we recall (10.1.4) and Definition 1.1, we obtain (1.2.3). We show
(1.2.4). Since (10.1.2) and 2=>ni=1 (x
12+x&12i ) and (10.2.1), we obtain
(1.2.4). Using a similar argument, (1.2.5) follows from (10.2.2). (1.2.6)





$! : vertical strip
!Sp(2n) :
+’ : vertical strip
(&1)|+’| ’Sp(2n) .
Recalling (10.1.1), we have (1.2.7). (1.2.8) follows directly from (5.2.9).
(1.2.9) also follows from (10.2.4). K
Example 10.3. For Spin(2n+1), from (1.2.4) we have
22=1+e1+e2+ } } } +en .
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From (1.2.1), we can deduce easily the decomposition formula of the
tensor product of the natural representation (1)SO(2n+1) of SO(2n+1) and











For Spin(2n), from (1.2.6), we have
2$2$=en&en&1+en&2& } } } +(&1)n&1 e1+(&1)n.
Let _ denote the involutive automorphism of R(Spin(2n)) defined by
_((*1 , *2 , ..., *n)Spin(2n))=(*1 , *2 , ..., &*n)Spin(2n) ,
where *i ’s are integers or half-integers simultaneously Then _(2+)=2&
and so we have
2+2+=e+n +en&2+en&4+ } } } +en&2i+ } } }
and
2&2&=e&n +en&2+en&4+ } } } +en&2i+ } } } ,
where en=e+n +e
&
n and the highest weight of e
+
n is (1, 1, ..., 1) and the
highest weight of e&n is (1, 1, ..., &1). Also we have
2+2&=en&1+en&3+en&5+ } } } +en&2i&1+ } } } .
Also from (1.2.3) and (1.2.2), if $ is a partition and l ($)<n, we have
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(12+$1 , 12+$2 , ..., 12+$n)Spin(2n) (1)SO(2n)
= :
|+$| =1, l (+)En
+#$




(12++1 , 12++2 , ..., 12++n)Spin(2n)
and








(12++1 , 12++2 , ..., &12&+n)Spin(2n) .
(See also [O].)
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}=2(=1, =2, ..., =n)
(&1)n+
n
i=1 =i } (+)SO(2n) .
Since _(e+n )=e
&











Here (n&2i, n&2j)$ denotes the transpose of the Young diagram (n&2i,
n&2j). (e&n )(e
&






We prove one of the main theorem (Theorem 1.4) which gives the
restriction rules between the spinor groups and the difference characters
and also show some other restriction rules. Let us recall the definition of
the branching coefficients n, kSC *&, + ,
n, kSCB*&, + and
n, kSB*&, + .
Definition 1.3.
*Sp(2n)(x1 , x2 , ..., xk , xk+1 , ..., xn),
= :
+, &
n, kSC *&, +&Sp(2k)(x1 , x2 , ..., xk) +Sp(2n&2k)(xk+1, ..., xn) (1.3.1)
*Sp(2n)(x1 , x2 , ..., xk , xk+1 , ..., xn)
= :
+, &
n, kSCB*&, +&Sp(2k)(x1 , x2 , ..., xk) +SO(2n&2k+1)(xk+1 , ..., xn) (1.3.2)
*SO(2n+1)(x1 , x2 , ..., xk , xk+1 , ..., xn)
= :
+, &
n, kSB*&, +&SO(2k+1)(x1 , x2 , ..., xk) +SO(2n&2k+1)(xk+1 , ..., xn) (1.3.3)
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(2})$, &&Sp(x) +Sp(y). (11.1.1)
*Sp(x, y)= :
+, ;, }
(&1) |}| LR*;, +LR
;
}, &&O odd (x) +Sp(y). (11.1.2)
*O odd (x, y)= :
+, ;, }
(&1) |}| LR*;, +LR
;
}, &&O odd (x) +O odd (y). (11.1.3)
Applying the specialization homomorphism ?2n to the above, we have





(2})$, &?2k(&Sp)(x1 , x2 , ..., xk) ?2n&2k(+Sp)(xk+1 , ..., xn)
and
*Sp(2n)(x1 , x2 , ..., xk , xk+1 , ..., xn)
= :
+, ;, }
(&1) |}| LR*;, +LR
;
}, &?2k(&O odd)(x1 , x2 , ..., xk)
_?2n&2k(+Sp)(xk+1 , ..., xn)
and
*SO(2n+1)(x1 , x2 , ..., xk , xk+1 , ..., xn)
= :
+, ;, }
(&1) |}| LR*;, +LR
;
}, &?2k(&O odd)(x1 , x2 , ..., xk)
?2n&2k(+O odd)(xk+1 , ..., xn)
So n, kSC *&, + and
n, kSB*&, + ,
n, kSCB*&, + can be calculated easily from
the above and the description of the specialization homomorphism in
Section 9.
Now we prove Theorem 1.4.
Theorem 1.4. (Restriction Rules). If l (*)=n, l ($)=n and all the *i ’s
and $i ’s are integers, we have the following.
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*(&)Spin(2n) a Spin(2k)_Spin(2n&2k)
=* (&)SO(2n) a SO(2k)_SO(2n&2k)
= :
+, &
n, kSC (*&(1n))&, + (&+(1
k)) (&)SO(2k) (++(1
n&k)) (&)SO(2n&2k) . (1.4.1)
[2, $]Spin(2n+1) a Spin(2k)_Spin(2n&2k+1)
= :
+, &
(&1) |$|+|&|+|+| n, kSCB$&, +[2, &]Spin(2k) [2, +]Spin(2n&2k+1) . (1.4.2)
[2, $]Spin(2n) a Spin(2k)_Spin(2n&2k)
= :
+, &
(&1) |$|+|&|+|+| n, kSB$&, +[2, &]Spin(2k) [2, +]Spin(2n&2k) . (1.4.3)
[2$, $]Spin(2n) a Spin(2k)_Spin(2n&k)
= :
+, &
n, kSB$&, +[2$, &]Spin(2k) [2$, +]Spin(2n&2k) . (1.4.4)
Proof. These four formulas follow from Theorem 10.1 and the definitions
of n, kSC *&, + and
n, kSB*&, + ,
n, kSCB*&, + . K
The restriction from Spin(2n) to Spin(2n&1) corresponds to putting
xn=1 in R(Spin(2n)), so * (&)Spin(2n) a
Spin(2n)
Spin(2n&1)=0.
(12, 12, ..., 12)Spin(2n+1) a Spin(2n+1)Spin(2n)
=(12, 12, ..., 12)Spin(2n)+(12, 12, ..., &12)Spin(2n)
(12, 12, ..., 12)Spin(2n) a Spin(2n)Spin(2n&1)
=(12, 12, ..., 12)Spin(2n&1)
(12, 12, ..., &12)Spin(2n) a Spin(2n)Spin(2n&1)
=(12, 12, ..., 12)Spin(2n&1) .
Theorem 11.2. Let *=(12+$1 , 12+$2 , ..., 12+$n) and $=($1 ,
$2 , ..., $n) be a partition, we have
*Spin(2n+1) a Spin(2n+1)Spin(2n) = :
$+ : horizontal strip
(+1+12, +2+12, ..., +n+12) (+)Spin(2n) .
Proof. Since
$Sp(2n)(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)=(&1) |$| $Sp(2n)(&x1 , &x2 , ..., &xn)
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and
$Sp(2n)(&x1 , &x2 , ..., &xn)
= :
$+ : horizontal strip
$$+
(&1) |$+| +SO(2n+1)(&x1 , &x2 , ..., &xn),
we have
$Sp(2n)(x1 , x2 , ..., xn)
= :
$+ : horizontal strip
$$+




$+ : horizontal strip
(+1+12, +2+12, ..., +n+12)(+)Spin(2n) . K
Theorem 11.3. Let *=(12+$1 , 12+$2 , ..., 12+$n) and $=($1 ,







$+ : horizontal strip
(+1+12, +2+12, ..., +n&1+12)Spin(2n&1) .
Therefore we have






$+ : horizontal strip
(+1+12, ..., +n&1+12)Spin(2n&1) ,
where we put _(*1 , *2 , ..., *n)Spin(2n)=(*1 , *2 , ..., &*n)Spin(2n) .










|$| $SO(2n+1)(&x1 , &x2 , ..., &xn&1 , &1).
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If l ($)<n,
$SO(2n+1)(x1 , x2 , ..., xn&1 , xn) a SO(2n+1)SO(2n&1)_GL(1)
= :
+& : horizontal strip
$$+$&
$+ : horizontal strip
&SO(2n&1)(x1 , x2 , ..., xn&1)_x |+&|&|$+|n ,
hence
$SO(2n+1)(&x1 , &x2 , ..., &xn&1 , &1)
= :
+& : horizontal strip
$$+$&
$+ : horizontal strip
(&1) |+& |+|$+| &SO(2n&1)(&x1 , &x2 , ..., &xn&1).
If we recall (5.2.13), we have
$SO(2n+1)(&x1 , &x2 , ..., &xn&1 , &1)
= :
$+ : horizontal strip
$$+
(&1) |$+| +Sp(2n&2)(&x1 , &x2 , ..., &xn&1)
= :
$+ : horizontal strip
$$+











$+ : horizontal strip
$$+
+Sp(2n&2)(x1 , x2 , ..., xn&1)
=2_ :
$+ : horizontal strip
$$+
(+1+12, +2+12, ..., +n&1+12)Spin(2n&1) .
If l ($)=n,
$SO(2n+1)(&x1 , &x2 , ..., &xn&1 , &1)
= :
$+ : horizontal strip
+& : horizontal strip
$$+$&
l (+)En&1
&SO(2n&1)(&x1 , &x2 , ..., &xn&1)_(&1) |$&|.
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For, let l(+)=n and +& be a horizontal strip. If &$2=n, then ?O(2n)(&)=0.
If &$2<n, ?O(2n)(&)=(&$1&1, &$2 , ..., &$r)$O(2n) . But in this case +(&$1&1, &$2 , ...,
&$r)$ is still a horizontal strip and (&1) |$&|=(&1)_(&1) |$(&
$
1&1, &$2 , ..., &$r)$|, so
these two cases are cancelled out. Hence only +’s with l (+)<n are
remained. The same argument as above works and we obtain the
theorem. K
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